Augmenting an evolutionary algorithm with knowledge of its target problem can yield a more effective algorithm, as this presentation illustrates. The Quadratic Knapsack Problem extends the familiar Knapsack Problem by assigning values not only to individual objects but also to pairs of objects. In these problems, an object's value density is the sum of the values associated with it divided by its weight. Two greedy heuristics for the quadratic problem examine objects for inclusion in the knapsack in descending order of their value densities. Two genetic algorithms encode candidate selections of objects as binary strings and generate only strings whose selections of objects have total weight no more than the knapsack's capacity. One GA is naive; its operators apply no information about the values associated with objects. The second extends the naive GA with greedy techniques from the non-evolutionary heuristics. Its operators examine objects for inclusion in the knapsack in orders determined by tournaments based on objects' value densities. All four algorithms are tested on twenty problem instances whose optimum knapsack values are known. The greedy heuristics do well, as does the naive GA, but the greedy GA exhibits the best performance. In repeated trials on the test instances, it identifies optimum solutions more than nine times out of every ten.
INTRODUCTION
Augmenting an evolutionary algorithm with knowledge of its target problem often yields an algorithm that identifies better solutions. We illustrate this general observation with greedy, genetic, and greedy genetic algorithms for the Quadratic Knapsack Problem. This problem extends the familiar Knapsack Problem by assigning values not only to individual objects that might go in the knapsack but also to pairs of objects. When the knapsack holds both objects of a pair, the pair's value is added to the knapsack's total. Section 2 below describes the problem in more detail, Section 3 describes two related problems, and Section 4 describes twenty test instances for which optimum knapsack values are known.
In the Quadratic Knapsack Problem, an object's value density is the sum of all the values associated with it divided by its weight. Two greedy heuristics, which Section 5 describes, try to fit objects into the knapsack in decreasing order of their value densities. One computes each object's value density with respect to all the other objects in the problem instance, the other with respect to the objects in the knapsack so far. The latter algorithm returns better solutions on the test instances.
Two genetic algorithms represent candidate selections of objects for the knapsack with binary strings, and both generate and manipulate only strings whose selections of objects do not exceed the knapsack's capacity. A naive GA, which Section 6 presents, applies operators that do not use information about objects' values. It returns good but uneven results on the test instances.
A greedy GA, which Section 7 presents, augments the operators of the naive GA with greedy techniques from the non-evolutionary heuristics. In particular, it chooses objects in tournaments based on their value densities when it generates the chromosomes that make up its initial population, in crossover, and in mutation. The resulting algorithm is very effective, identifying optimum solutions on more than 90% of repeated trials on the test instances. On only one instance is its performance worse than that of the naive GA.
While researchers have described evolutionary algorithms for related problems, the GAs described here are, to my knowledge, the first for the Quadratic Knapsack Problem.
THE PROBLEM
In the familiar Knapsack Problem (KP), we are given a collection of n objects, each with a positive value vi and a positive weight wi, and a knapsack with capacity C. The goal is to select objects to put in the knapsack whose total value is as large as possible but whose total weight does not exceed C. More formally, let x1, x2, . . . , xn be binary variables that indicate the selection (xi = 1) or exclusion (xi = 0) of each object. We seek to assign values to these variables, indicating object choices, to maximize
KP is an archetypal problem of constrained combinatorial optimization. It is NP-hard [9, p.65] . A simple greedy heuristic for it sorts the objects by their "value densities:" the ratios vi/wi of their values to their weights, scans the objects in descending order of these ratios, including all those that fit in the knapsack, then returns either the selected objects or the one object of largest value, whichever has the largest total value. The objects this algorithm selects always have total value at least half that of an optimum selection.
The Quadratic Knapsack Problem (QKP) extends the Knapsack Problem by introducing quadratic terms into the value computation. In QKP, in addition to the value vi associated with each object alone, there is a non-negative value vij that accrues when the knapsack contains both object i and object j. Thus,
The weight computation and the capacity constraint are unchanged from KP. QKP is NP-hard by restriction to KP; set all the quadratic values vij to zero. The Quadratic Knapsack Problem was first described by Gallo, Hammer, and Simeone [8] , who presented a branchand-bound algorithm for it. Exact algorithms for QKP have applied branch-and-bound [4] [11], Lagrangian relaxation [1] [4], semidefinite programming [12] , mixed-integer programming [3] , and other techniques. Kellerer, Pferschy, and Pisinger [15, Ch.12 ] present a thorough introduction to QKP and exact and approximate algorithms for it.
QKP arises in a variety of applications, including finance [17] , VLSI design [7] , and location problems [24] . Also, various problems in graphs can be presented as instances of QKP [13] [21].
RELATED PROBLEMS
QKP is related to Binary Quadratic Programming (BQP), also called Unconstrained 0-1 Quadratic Programming, in which the values vi and vij may be positive, zero, or negative and there are no weights or capacity constraint. Another generalization of the 0-1 Knapsack Problem is the Multidimensional Knapsack Problem, also called the Multiconstrained Knapsack Problem. In this problem, each object has a value vi and a resource demand s ik for each of m resources. Of each of these resources k there is a fixed supply S k , and the goal is to choose objects of maximum total value without demanding more of each resource than is available: 
SOME QKP INSTANCES
An instance of the Quadratic Knapsack Problem consists of its number n of available objects, linear object values vi, quadratic object values vij , object weights wi, and knapsack capacity C. A significant feature of a QKP instance, not to be confused with the value densities of its objects, is the proportion of its quadratic values vij that are non-zero. This proportion is called the density of the instance, and it indicates the level of interaction between the instance's objects. The lower an instance's density, the more independent are objects' contributions to a knapsack's value; the higher its density, the more objects' contributions depend on the other objects in the knapsack.
Another feature of a QKP instance is the ratio C/ È wi of the instance's capacity to the sum of all its objects' weights. This ratio corresponds roughly to the proportion of the objects likely to appear in an optimum solution.
Billionnet and Soutif, who have written extensively on the Quadratic Knapsack Problem, provide an on-line collection of randomly generated QKP instances 1 . The algorithms that the next three sections describe were tested on twenty of these instances. Ten of the instances consist of n = 100 objects. These instances have density 0.25 and ratios C/ È wi ranging from 0.06 to 0.93. The remaining ten instances consist of n = 200 objects. These have density 1.00 and ratios C/ È wi ranging from 0.03 to 0.93. All have been solved to optimality [2] [3] , and the web site reports their optimum values. The left half of Table 1 summarizes the instances.
GREEDY HEURISTICS
The genetic algorithm of Section 7 applies greedy variation operators. This section presents two simple greedy heuristics on which those operators are based and reports on their performance on the test QKP instances.
Absolute Greed
An obvious greedy heuristic for the Quadratic Knapsack Problem imitates the heuristic for the simple Knapsack Problem given in Section 2. Let the absolute value density di of an object i in a QKP instance be the ratio of the sum of all the values associated with the object to its weight:
Compute the value densities of all the instance's objects and sort the objects into descending order of these values. Then scan the objects in their sorted order. Include in the solution all the objects that fit into the knapsack; that is, whose inclusion does not cause the sum of the included objects'
weights to exceed C. The following sketch summarizes this simple greedy heuristic; S is the solution it builds.
compute objects' value densities; sort the objects by their value densities; S ← ∅; weight ← 0; for the objects in sorted order i ← next object; if ( weight + wi ≤ C ) S = S ∪ {i}; weight ← weight + wi; evaluate and report S;
Computing the value density of one object requires time that is O(n), so finding all the value densities is O(n 2 ). Sorting the objects is O(n log n). Scanning the objects requires only linear time, and evaluating the resulting solution is O(n 2 ), so the entire algorithm requires time that is O(n 2 ).
Relative Greed
The value densities di are called absolute because each is computed with respect to all the objects in a QKP instance, regardless of whether or not they appear in a particular solution. A second heuristic applies value densities based on the objects currently in a growing solution.
Let the relative value density ri of an un-included object i with respect to a (partial) solution S be
that is, the numerator sums only the quadratic values associated with i and the objects currently in S. The second heuristic begins with each object in turn and repeats the following steps. It computes the relative value densities of the un-included objects with respect to the included ones and adds to the solution the object i that fits and has the largest ri, continuing until no more objects can be added to the solution. It then reports a solution with the largest total value. Call this algorithm the relative greedy heuristic. In the following sketch, T is each candidate solution, and S is the best solution so far.
v ← 0; for each object i from 1 to n T ← {i}; repeat for each object j ∈ S update rj with respect to S; add to T the legal object j with largest rj; until no more objects can be added;
Within the innermost loop, updating the excluded objects' relative value densities requires only linear time: For each excluded object j, add vij /wj to rj , where i is the object just included. This step is repeated no more than n times, so the construction of one solution T is O(n 2 ). This construction is repeated for each object as the first object, so the entire algorithm's time is O(n 3 ).
Tests
The heuristics just described and the genetic algorithms below were implemented in C++ and executed on a Pentium 4 with 256 megabytes of memory running at 2.53 GHz under Red Hat Linux 9.0. Table 1 presents the results obtained when the two heuristics were run on the twenty QKP instances of Section 4. For each heuristic on each instance, the table gives the value of the solution the heuristic identified, the percentage by which that value falls short of the known maximum value, and the time in seconds that the algorithm required.
The simple greedy heuristic is fast but not always effective. On the 100-object instances with density 0.25, it found an optimum solution on one, but missed two by about 4% and another by over 11%. On average, the values of its solutions fell short of the optimum values by about 2.9%. On the 200-object instances with density 1.0, it performed better. It again found one optimum solution, and on average fell short of the optima by only 0.7%. On every instance but two, it selected objects whose total values were within 1% of their instances' optima.
The relative greedy heuristic took much longer but performed much better. On the 100-object instances, it found an optimum solution five times. All the remaining solutions were within 1% of their respective optima, and the average error was less than 0.2%. On the 200-object instances, it found one optimum, every solution was within 0.5% of optimum, and its average error was again less than 0.2%.
A GENETIC ALGORITHM
This section presents a straightforward genetic algorithm for the Quadratic Knapsack Problem. This GA is naive in that its operators do not use objects' absolute or relative value densities when they construct chromosomes.
Coding
Binary strings of length n encode candidate solutionsselections of objects for the knapsack-as described, for example, by Lodi, Allemand, and Liebling [18] and Merz and Freisleben [19] for Binary Quadratic Programming and by Chu and Beasley [5] and Raidl [22] The GA handles the capacity constraint C by never generating chromosomes whose solutions violate it; no repair of penalty mechanism is necessary. To generate a random chromosome, for example, the GA considers the objects in random order and includes those whose presence in the chromosome's solution do not cause its total weight to exceed C, following the example of Raidl [22] .
A chromosome's fitness,which the GA seeks to maximize, is the total value (1) of the solution it represents.
Variation Operators
The GA applies two variation operators that generate novel chromosomes from existing ones. These operators always build valid chromosomes.
Crossover builds one offspring from two parent chromosomes. It begins by including in the offspring all the objects that are common to the parents. It then scans the remaining parental objects in random order, adding to the offspring Mutation builds one offspring from its one parent. It begins by building two complementary lists, one of the objects the parent includes, the other of the objects it excludes. With a probability based on the number of included objects, it may remove each of them from the offspring. It then, as in crossover, scans the excluded objects in random order and includes in the offspring all that fit. While crossover, which examines only parental objects, may leave room in offspring for additional objects and therefore for greater total value, mutation examines all the excluded objects and thereby fills its offspring to capacity.
The GA
A generational genetic algorithm applies these operators. The GA initializes its population with random chromosomes and selects chromosomes to be parents in k-tournaments without replacement. It applies crossover and mutation independently; each offspring is generated by one operator or the other, never both. It is 1-elitist, preserving the best chromosome of the current generation unchanged into the next, and it runs through a fixed number of generations.
Crossover could have been followed by mutation to produce each offspring, but the present organization allows convenient control of the operators' probabilities. In any case, the interactions of an EA's representation with its operators are more important in determining its performance than is the organization of its operators' application.
In the tests the next section describes, when run on a QKP instance with n objects, the GA's population contained n chromosomes. The size of its selection tournaments was two, and each tournament's winner was in fact selected to be a parent with probability 0.90, its loser therefore with probability 0.10. The probability that crossover generated each offspring chromosome was 0.70, the probability of mutation therefore 0.30, and in mutation, the probability that each parental object was excluded from the offspring was 2/I, where I was the number of objects in the parental solution. The GA ran through 10n generations.
Tests
The genetic algorithm just described was run 50 independent times on each of the twenty QKP instances. Table 2 summarizes the results of these trials. For each instance, it lists the number of trials that identified an optimum solution, the value of the best solution found, the average of the trials' best solutions, the average percentage by which the GA's solutions fell short of the optimum, the standard deviation of the GA's solutions, and, for the trials that found an optimum solution, the minimum and mean numbers of generations and the mimimum and mean times in seconds that this required. The table also reports the total number of trials that found optimum solutions out of the 500 trials on each set of instances.
As Table 2 shows, the GA's performance varies widely over the test QKP instances. It quickly finds optimum solutions on two of the 100-object instances, and 48 times out of 50 on a third, but on the last two 100-object instances, it almost never hits. Overall, on the 100-object instances, it finds optima on 281 trials out of 500, and its average error is just under 0.2%. On all the instances but the ninth, the shortest time the GA required to find an optimum solution was less than the greedy heuristic's running time, and on two instances, the GA's average time to an optimum solution was less than the heuristic's time. On the 200-object instances, the GA's performance is better. On two of these instances, it quickly finds an optimum solution on every trial, and 49 times out of 50 on a third. On no instance does it find an optimum solution fewer than fifteen times. Overall, it hits on 361 trials out of 500, and its average mean error is only 0.023%. The GA's shortest time to an optimum solution is always less than the greedy heuristic's running time, as was the GA's average time to an optimum solution on two of the 200-object instances.
WITH GREEDY OPERATORS
The performance of the genetic algorithm just described can be improved by introducing into it greedy techniques from the algorithms of Section 5. The resulting greedy GA favors objects with higher value densities when it builds random chromosomes, in crossover, and in mutation. In all three operators, this strategy depends on a parameter called T BIAS, chosen on the interval (0.5, 1.0].
Operators
As in the naive GA, all the operators generate only chromosomes whose solutions satisfy the capacity constraint.
To build chromosomes for its initial population, the greedy GA begins by computing the absolute value densities (2) of all the objects. To build each chromosome, the GA considers the objects one at a time. The object to consider next is determined by a tournament with replacement of two objects randomly chosen from those not previously considered. With probability T BIAS, the object with larger value density is considered next; with probability (1 − T BIAS), it's the object with smaller value density. If this object fits in the knapsack, it is included; otherwise not. In either case, that object cannot be considered again, though its competitor in the tournament can and will. This process continues until all the objects have been considered. (Initialization could compare objects' relative value densities (3) for all objects after the first, but this strategy was found to lead the GA to inferior solutions.)
Crossover begins, as in the naive GA, by initializing its offspring with the objects common to both parents. It next computes the relative value densities (3) for the remaining parental objects with respect to the common objects. It completes the offspring by considering the remaining objects in an order determined by 2-tournaments with parameter T BIAS, as in initialization but based on the objects' relative value densities, which it updates after an object is included in the offspring.
Mutation also begins as in the naive GA. It makes two lists, of the parental objects and of the objects the parent solution does not contain, and it probabilistically removes some of the included objects. It computes the relative value densities of the excluded objects with respect to the remaining included ones and, as in crossover, scans the excluded objects in an order determined by 2-tournaments with parameter T BIAS. These tournaments compare objects' relative value densities, which are updated after an object is added to the offspring. Again, crossover may not fill its offspring to capacity, but mutation does. of 50 trials of the greedy genetic algorithm on each of the test QKP instances. For each instance, the table lists the number of trials on which the GA found an optimum solution (Hits) the maximum and mean values of the solutions the GA found, the mean percent by which the GA's solutions fell short of the optimum, the standard deviation of the 50 values, and the minimum and mean number of generations and the minimum and mean time in seconds that the GA used to find an optimum solution, when it did. 
The GA
Structurally, the greedy GA is identical to its naive predecessor. It is generational and 1-elitist; it applies crossover and mutation independently; and it runs through a fixed number of generations. With one exception, its parameters have the same values as well. On a QKP instance with n objects, its population contains n chromosomes; in selection, the probability that a tournament's winner is selected in 0.70 (rather than 0.90 as in the naive GA); the probability that crossover generates each offspring is 0.70; the probability that mutation removes each included object is 2/I; and the GA runs through 10n generations.
The greedy GA also includes the parameter T BIAS, which controls the favor given objects of higher value densities in initialization, crossover, and mutation. For the 100-object instances with C/ È wi = 0.25, T BIAS is set to 1.00. For the 200-object instances with C/ È wi = 1.00, it is 0.75.
Tests
The greedy genetic algorithm was run 50 independent times on each of the twenty QKP instances. Table 3 summarizes the results of these trials, in the same format as Table 2 .
As expected, the greedy GA was more effective than the naive algorithm. It found better solutions in general and optimum solutions more quickly. On the ten 100-object instances, every trial found an optimum solution on seven, and always in very few generations. On one instance, the minimum number of generations to an optimum solution was zero, indicating that greedy initialization alone was, at least once, enough to solve the instance. On the remaining three instances, the numbers of hits were 36, 23, and 37, and the mean errors were all much less than 1%. The total number of hits over all ten instances was 446 in the 500 trials. The times the GA required to find optimum solutions were smaller than those of the naive GA on nine of the ten instances, and its mean times to optimum solutions were less on eight instances, often by large margins.
On the ten 200-object instances, the greedy GA's performance was even better. On nine of the instances, it always found an optimum solution, and the average number of generations it required to do so was in general small, ranging from 13.42 to 469.40, with five of these averages below 100. The greedy GA found an optimum solution in 456 of the 500 trials on these instances. It was also fast. On seven instances, its shortest time to an optimum solution was less than that of the naive GA, as was its mean time to an optimum solution on eight instances. The greedy operators' improved performance more than makes up for the additional time that they require.
The eighth 200-object instance is an anomaly. Only on this instance did the greedy GA sometimes fail to find an optimum solution and only on this instance was the greedy GA's performance worse than that of the naive GA. Thirty of the 50 trials of the naive GA found an optimum solution to this instance, but only six of the 50 trials of the greedy GA. This suggests that the structure and values in this instance conspire to mislead greedy heuristics, even relatively gentle ones such as the greedy operators with T BIAS = 0.75. On the other hand, the average error of the greedy GA's trials on this instance was still just 0.01%.
DISCUSSION
The results above support the effectiveness of the heuristics implemented in the greedy GA, but they also raise questions about the test instances and the algorithms.
The non-evolutionary heuristics and both GAs perform well on the test instances, which suggests that the instances are easy and that they might be more economically addressed by a simple randomized hill-climber. The instances were randomly generated [2] [3] and therefore are not structured to challenge or mislead the heuristics. Drezner, Hahn, and Taillard [6] described instances of the quadratic assignment problem designed to mislead the heuristics commonly applied to that problem; it should be possible to similarly design QKP instances tht challenge the present heuristics. Also, test instances could simply be larger.
The probability that the winner of a selection tournament is in fact selected to be a parent was set to 0.90 in the naive GA, but to 0.70 in the greedy GA. When the genetic operators are naive, selection pressure can be higher, but when the operators greedily identify improved chromosomes, lower selection pressure, achieved by reducing the probability that a tournament's winner reproduces, helps the GA preserve diversity in its population and avoid convergence to inferior solutions.
In the greedy GA's initialization, crossover, and mutation, the parameter T BIAS is the probability that, in a 2-tournament of candidate objects, the one with higher value density will be considered next. The GA is sensitive to this parameter, which was set to 1.00 for the 100-object instances, whose density-proportion of non-zero quadratic values-was 0.25, and to 0.75 on the 200-object instances, whose density was 1.00. These values suggest that when the density of the target instance is low-when a strong majority of its quadratic values are zero-operators can be aggressively greedy because interaction between object choicesthe epistasis of the representation-is low. When the target instance's density is high, there is in general much interaction between object choices, and excessive favor to objects of high value density stumbles on this interaction. Tables 2 and 3 list the minimum and mean times that the two GAs require to identify optimum solutions, when they do, to the test problem instances. In general, however, we do not know the optimum values of problem instances, and the algorithms must run through their assigned 10n generations. For the naive GA, this takes about 6.1 seconds on the 100-object instances and about 93 seconds on the 200-object instances. For the greedy GA, these times average about 7.3 and 113 seconds, respectively. The greedy GA's improved performance is worth the small additional time it requires.
CONCLUSION
The Quadratic Knapsack Problem extends the familiar Knapsack Problem by associating values both with individual objects and with pairs of objects. KP is then a restricted version of QKP in which the pairs' values are all zero.
Two simple greedy heuristics perform well on twenty instances of QKP. Both build solutions by choosing objects according to their value densities: the sum of their individual and paired values divided by their weights. The heuristic that computes value densities with respect to the objects chosen so far is both slower and returns better solutions than the heuristic that computes value densities with respect to all the objects.
A straightforward genetic algorithm for the problem encodes candidate solutions as binary strings and applies operators that always yield valid chromosomes. That is, the total weight of the objects they specify never exceeds the knapsack capacity. This GA produces good but varying results on the test instances. On average, the values of its solutions are never more than 0.5% below the optimum values, and they are often much closer, but the GA often fails to identify an optimum solution.
A greedy genetic algorithm applies operators that implement the strategies of the non-evolutionary heuristics. Its operators probabilistically favor objects of high value density; generating random chromosomes compares absolute value densities, while crossover and mutation compare relative value densities. This GA outperforms the naive one. It finds optimum solutions more often, and its average error is smaller. On only one test instance are its results inferior to those of the naive GA. These results illustrate the power of evolutionary algorithms augmented with heuristic strategies to achieve good results on combinatorial problems like the Quadratic Knapsack Problem.
